Nowadays, development is synonymous with construction of infrastructure. Such road infrastructure needs constant attention in terms of traffic monitoring as even a single disaster on a major artery will disrupt the way of life. Humans cannot be expected to monitor these massive infrastructures over 24/7 and computer vision is increasingly being used to develop automated strategies to notify the human observers of any impending slowdowns and traffic bottlenecks. However, due to extreme costs associated with the current state of the art computer vision based networked monitoring systems, innovative computer vision based systems can be developed which are standalone and efficient in analyzing the traffic flow and tracking vehicles for speed detection. In this article, a traffic monitoring system is suggested that counts vehicles and tracks their speeds in realtime for multi-track freeways in Australia. Proposed algorithm uses Gaussian mixture model for detection of foreground and is capable of tracking the vehicle trajectory and extracts the useful traffic information for vehicle counting. This stationary surveillance system uses a fixed position overhead camera to monitor traffic. Abstract. Nowadays, development is synonymous with construction of infrastructure. Such road infrastructure needs constant attention in terms of traffic monitoring as even a single disaster on a major artery will disrupt the way of life. Humans cannot be expected to monitor these massive infrastructures over 24/7 and computer vision is increasingly being used to develop automated strategies to notify the human observers of any impending slowdowns and traffic bottlenecks. However, due to extreme costs associated with the current state of the art computer vision based networked monitoring systems, innovative computer vision based systems can be developed which are standalone and efficient in analyzing the traffic flow and tracking vehicles for speed detection. In this article, a traffic monitoring system is suggested that counts vehicles and tracks their speeds in realtime for multi-track freeways in Australia. Proposed algorithm uses Gaussian mixture model for detection of foreground and is capable of tracking the vehicle trajectory and extracts the useful traffic information for vehicle counting. This stationary surveillance system uses a fixed position overhead camera to monitor traffic.
Introduction
Computer vision is effectively used in manufacturing industry for assembling electronics control in vehicles by robots. Quality control in multi-Billion dollar electronics industry is maintained by computer vision where involvement of the human eye is unheard of during the past decade. Large infrastructure projects are too vast to monitor by humans along. More and more computer vision based systems are developed for security and maintenance. Computer vision has been successfully used in the UK for monitoring traffic to avoid traffic bottlenecks. However, such systems cost tax payers millions of dollars every year and are far from economical in the current economic slowdown of the world. So, it is very desirable to develop new surveillance systems which are stand along and inexpensive that making use of the latest hardware developments even for smaller freeways. In a traffic monitoring system, vehicles can be detected and tracked for their speed for a short period of time using a live video stream. This can be used for counting the traffic density of any track or section of the freeway and could potentially identify the traffic jams due to certain kind of breakdown or accidents. The propose can detect the event before the authorities are notified of any event. Major applications of such systems include intelligent traffic monitoring, counting vehicle on road, traffic rule violation detection, classification of E-TAG (Electronic tag) system. In recent years, there have been few instances of intelligent vehicles with autonomous driving. However, there are many challenges for such a system in practice. Major challenges in vehicle detection algorithm are weather conditions, poor road illumination, occlusions from other vehicles, view point orientation and the challenges posed by variety of vehicles with trailers. A lot of work has been attempted to handle some of these issues.
Vehicle detection can be classified as camera based systems or optical sensor based detection and tracking [1] . Computer vision has been successfully implemented in many vision-related scenarios with increasing reliability [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Camera quality and its sensing system have been improved a lot in recent times and same level of improvement can be seen in computational power of computer system. These factors are enabling researchers to enhance vehicle detection algorithm's accuracy. Number of sensors and quality of sensing device are key factors in computer vision application. Major goal of many current research activities regarding vehicle monitoring is geared towards improving accuracy with reduction in complexity to handle different weather conditions and occlusion problems. 
Sensor Based Vehicle Detection
Sensor based vehicle detection system is a non-computer vision based system. It is based on the physical interaction or presence of vehicles. It is categorized in two major types as shown in Fig. 1 . Intrusive techniques are based on the physical interaction of vehicles with sensors. In these approaches, embedded sensor detects the existence of vehicle through weight or metal body of vehicle. Second major type is non-Intrusive; it is based on the vehicle presence.
Vision Based Vehicle Detection
Out of all the existing technologies of traffic surveillance, computer vision-based systems are one of the latest and most considerable. Numerous research work have been carried out in computer vision-based Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) due to its various features as compare to others such as easy installation and maintenance, quick response, simple operation and maintenance, high flexibility, low cost, and their ability to monitor and analyze of wide areas [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Major issues in vision based system are occlusion and illumination. The common approach in vision based algorithms is to apply preprocessing such as filtering to remove sensor noise followed by detecting the foreground. Then, segmentation of vehicle position is attempted through connected component analysis. Finally, detected vehicle is tracked. In literature, vision based multi vehicles detection algorithm are classified as Background Detection [12] , Color Cluster method [13] , Graph Axis method [14] , Optical flow [15] and Space Vector Differencing.
Fig. 2. Categorization of Vision based Vehicle Detection Methods
Background modeling approaches [16] [17] are very popular and widely used because these techniques supply the most complete feature data for accurate detection of moving objects. Background modeling methods develop the background model by observing the scene for a particular time period. After background modeling, subtraction of current frame from the background frame is performed for detecting the moving objects. Accurate building of background model is a key challenge especially in dynamic outdoor environment. In addition, it is necessary to adapt to new conditions of weather, illumination and shadows and update the model. Background modeling approach has a very straightforward mechanism. This approach assumes that background scene will not change with sequence of frames.
Firstly, difference k D from the current frame k f and the background model frame k b is determined by using equation (1) [18] .
If Rk has value '1' then this pixel is foreground pixel. Selection of threshold value T has direct impact on the quality of background modeling. Too high T affects as broken occurrence on region of targeted moving object. Whereas, too low value of T introduces a lot of noise. Generally, threshold is chosen through gray histogram by finding double peaks or more and then selecting the bottom value between two peak values [18] . Foreground detection is an essential step in vision based detection. In literature, recursive and non-recursive approaches are presented to detect foreground.
Non recursive approaches are further classified in frame differencing [19] , median filter [20] , and linear predictive filtering [21] . Frame differencing [19] technique uses previous frame of time instance t-1 as the reference for current frame at time t. This method might not able to determine the interior pixels of colored object movement. In median filter approach, the estimated background is defined as the median value for each pixel position of every frame. Assuming that pixel remains in background about in half of the frame. Median filtering [20] uses median for color images. Estimation of background is performed using a linear prediction filter [21] to the pixels in the buffer. Filter coefficients are evaluated at each frame time on the basis of the covariance of the sample, which makes it difficult to implement in real time. Recursive approaches are classified in Approximated Median [20] , Kalman filter [22] and Mixture of Gaussian [23] . In Approximated Median [20] , estimation of the center is increased by one as a result of input pixel value is greater than the estimated value, and vice versa. Estimation converges to a point where half of the input pixels are higher than the others. Kalman filter [22] is a recursive technique for tracking of linear dynamical systems with Gaussian noise. Kalman filter estimates the global illumination change, and noise variance. Also, it performs the management of structures pixel. In mixture of Gaussian approach, pixel values that are not belonged to background are assumed as foreground. This is a famous technique for segmentation ofmoving regions at real-time. Gaussian model are updated using Kmeans approximation method. Each Gaussian distribution is appointed to represent the background or a moving object in the model of adaptive mixture. Each pixel is then evaluated and classified.
Color cluster method [13] combines the information of different sources, such as structure and color. The information structure is the census transforms and color information which is obtained from color histograms. Color image is divided into method clusters. Objects of interest are grouped based on color contrast so object shape is reflected by the respective color shape. To this end, it must have the prior knowledge and data of individual objects.
In graph axis method [14] , pixels of an image are modified according to the x-axis and the y-axis. There is no such concept as a fixed background and variable background. This method can detect the moving objects by finding the change in position of pixels.
Optical flow method [15] is based on a relative movement, rather than the absolute motion, as in the case of motion vector search method. This technique uses the change trend of gray scale of each image point. Optical flow finds the image changes which are dependent on motion during a time interval. Optical flow field represents the speed of object movement of 3D points in a 2D image. However, this method is quite complicated and requires a higher material. So, as a consequence, it is not suitable for real time processing.
Space vector difference method [24] uses the difference in vector space to obtain a card unlike current video and the modeling of background frame. Then, an adaptive threshold is automatically calculated by analyzing the characteristic of difference map histogram. This method adopts the concept of technical RGB color. Space vector difference is applied to color images and gives good results, but it cannot detect the background objects if the color of the background and the object is the same.
Vehicles Detection
In proposed algorithm, Gaussian mixture model [23] is used to detect the foreground of video. There is need to provide some initial frames in Gaussian mixture model and then it computes probability density function (PDF) of each frame and then it measure the change in entrain intensity value of all frames. If change is greater than threshold intensity then value become part of foreground otherwise it assumes as background. A 0 or 1 is assigned to each pixel intensity value based on change in PDF in all initial frames. The concept of histogram equalization is observed to assign values. Fig. 3 . shows the system flow diagram.
Fig. 3. Flowchart of Vision based Detection, Tracking
Gaussian Mixture model which is a background subtraction method is applied on a video stream shown in Fig. 4a , for foreground detection that is shown in Fig. 4b . In this Gaussian Mixture modeling, illumination variations in background are automatically adopted. The recent history {X1, ...,Xt} of a pixel is modeled through mixture of K (normally, 3 to 5) Gaussian distributions. The probability of current pixel is [23] :
K defines the number of distributions, , ∑ is the covariance matrix at time t for the ith Gaussian in the mixture, and η is a Gaussian probability density function [23] :
If the current pixel value does not match with any of the K distributions than the least predictable distribution takes the place of a distribution that has current value as its mean value, low prior weight, and an initially high variance. The prior weights ωk,,t at time t for the K distributions [23] :
where , M k t is '1' for the matched model and '0' for the remaining models, and α is the learning rate. In addition, weights are renormalized after this approximation.
A surface is deemed to be background with higher probability (lower subscript k) if it occurs frequently and variation is not so much occurred. To set the background [23] :
After detection of foreground by Gaussian Mixture model, next task is to remove noise in detected foreground. To this end, morphological operation is applied to get the best result. Morphological operation depends upon shape of the object. In this case, morphological closing with square structuring element provides best result. Same process is applied on all frames to detect noiseless foreground as shown in Fig.  4c . The next step is to boundary extraction and reduction of falsely detected objects (vehicle). For this purpose, a connected component analysis is performed and all objects that having area of less than 2500 are removed. Connected component analysis is applied on all detected vehicles.
Fig. 4 (a).Original Video Frame, (b).Detected Foreground, (c).Morphological Operation (d).Detected Vehicles

Vehicles Tracking and Occlusion Resolution
Once true objects are detected as shown in Fig. 5b then at next step, Kalman filter is applied for vehicle tracking and centroid of every detected vehicle is also determined. Tracking process can be disrupted if vehicles are occluded at time of entrance to frame. Generally, vehicles occlusion is seen on side by side in horizontal direction across adjacent lanes. To solve this issue, a prior occlusion detection method [25] is proposed which is based on lane information. Firstly, a lane mask L(x, y) is made with values:--1 (neglected area), 0 (separated area), 1 (first lane), and so on as shown in Fig. 5(b) . A label m with a label image f(x, y) is assigned to each vehicle after connected-component labeling. After that, vehicles are monitored according to Eq. (7) to get a histogram G(m,h) as regards to lane h. Eq. (8) is used with an adequate threshold Thrsh = 5 to detect the occluded region. At the end, occlusion is removed through splitting the vehicles with the help of reference of L(x, y).
Resolve the occlusion In case, the aforementioned technique fails to handle the occlusion then a post occlusion detection method [25] is applied. The following steps are applied to determine that a vehicle is shaped by occluded vehicles or not.
1. If vehicle is not related to any existing trajectories then go to step 2. Otherwise, add the vehicle to trajectory.
2.
If an offset which is calculated through centers of last two nodes of trajectory and vehicle region are a superset of last trajectory node then go to step 3. Otherwise, a new vehicle trajectory is created.
3. Object is split into two moving objects.
Traffic Parameters
A virtual line is drawn to count vehicle. When centroid touches virtual line, then algorithm checks the last five position of centroid and takes the decision for counting. Algorithm keeps track of centroid value and stores center value of detected object for further computation. Traffic parameters are derived from tracking trajectories. However, in this proposed method, each trajectory is classified to a lane ID for calculating traffic parameters. The technique [25] which is used for classification a trajectory to lane ID is stated in Eq. (9) . Way to get G(m,h) in Eq. (9) is the same as Eq. (7) and l is m(n, t-1) at time instance (t-1) which show the n-th trajectory.
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Experimental Results
In these experiments, many common traffic video sequences are used which are available on different online data sources. However, we mostly focused on freeway traffic. In that, fixed position camera was located on a 1.5 meters long pole over a pedestrian bridge. Overall height of camera from the road is 6.5 meters, as observed in Fig. 6a . Experimental video was observed in a sunny day and consists of three minutes since 01:17pm to 01:20 pm. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, different techniques of vehicle detection and tracking are discussed which are broadly categorized as sensor and vision based approaches. Researchers are taking interest in vision based approaches due to increasing quality of sensing device, computation power of computers, accuracy, human resource reduction and cost minimization. In proposed algorithm, Gaussian mixture model is used to detect foreground and Kalman filter is applied for tracking. In addition, a technique for occlusion handling is described. At the end, traffic parameters are determined. Future work is to enable system to handle serious occlusion and weather condition, and classification approach to differentiate the different types and sizes of vehicles.
